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We have developed a battery of quantifiers with which to examine time series in biological observables. Our fundamental finding is that loss of entropy spells dysfunction in signal-sensitive biological dynamics. In the case of rate-limiting enzymes in the synthesis of biogenic amine transmitters, treatments and conditions that retarded emergent periodicity in the time-dependent or substrate/ligand dependent dynamics tended to prevent the desensitized state.
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The major focus of our work has been the development of measure theoretic techniques for the evaluation of enzyme kinetic stability. Motivated by the phenomena of reversible and irreversible "aging" in cholinergic peripheral and central neural enzymes following neurotoxic exposure and the toxic effects of conventional antagonists, we tried to establish the basis for an alternative strategy: the delay of irreversibility through understanding the dynamics of phase transitions in brain enzymes.

Our fundamental finding was the counterintuitive evidence that loss of complexity and emergent coherence in the kinetic dynamics of brain enzymes signaled their impending desensitization. Treatments and conditions that retarded emergent periodicity or even smoothness in the time-dependent or substrate-ligand dependent dynamics of these proteins tended to prevent the desensitized state. We called such substances "mixing" and suggested very low levels of lithium, far below prevailing clinical doses, as one such mixing agent. It prevented emergent pathological order in the kinetics of the brain enzymes in our studies.

The technical accomplishments of our work centered around the development of a battery of fourteen quantifiers of complexity useful in examining time series of biological observables (from enzyme activity to rat exploratory behavior) which has been and is being used in a variety of biological contexts. In contrast to the thermodynamic systems of physics, in signal-sensitive biological dynamics entropy loss (not gain) spells dysfunction. As with Shannon's channel, complexity greater than that of the sender is required for receipt and decoding of information by a receiver. Our measures are extremely sensitive to small changes in entropy and are currently being used
to predict sudden cardiac arrest in circumstances when the heart (due to coherent order) no longer "listens."
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